Elements of airport language

Match the vocabulary to the pictures.

1. **boarding pass**
2. **body search**
3. **passport control**
4. **check in**
5. **carousel**
6. **baggage wrapping**
7. **checking flight information**
8. **carry on luggage security check**
9. **collecting luggage**
10. **self service**
11. **scanning luggage**

Answer the questions.

1. What do you put in the tray for the carry on luggage security check?
2. What flight information might you want to know?
3. Why do some people get their bags wrapped?
4. When do get your boarding pass?
5. What does a carousel do?
Answers

1. carry on luggage security check
2. boarding pass
3. body search
4. heading to boarding gates
5. passport control
6. checking flight information
7. self service check-in
8. collecting luggage
9. baggage wrapping
10. carousel
11. scanning luggage

1. Metal objects, electronic devices and liquids.
2. You might want to know your time of departure or if there are any problems with the flight (ie. delay etc.) or the time of arrival of a flight if you are meeting someone.
3. They want to make sure their bags are secure and they might want to prevent damage to their bags or goods inside.
4. You get your boarding pass at the check in counter.
5. A carousel goes round and round and round!